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Abstract: 

Mobile applications are highly dependent on performance. 

Performance has become an important aspect on which the 

quality of applications relies. Detection of problematic 

code is a way to remove the code smells which 

automatically improves the performance of the 

application. If the source code contains bad smells and 

anti-patterns the performance of the application is 

compromised. Code smells can directly impact memory, 

power consumption, and CPU usage. It is identified that 

the existing literature does not detect 2-3 code smells like 

“String Concatenation” and Static Views” in android 

applications. There is also a need to investigate the effect 

of code smell on performance in mobile applications. 

Moreover, there is a need to verify empirically that 

detection has benefits in improving the performance of 

mobile applications. In this study, we propose an 

automated approach for the Detection of Code smells in 

Mobile Applications to enhance Performance. The 

proposed approach ensures to provide detected code smell 

with an instance where the smell is detected. Our approach 

detected the code smell “string concatenation” from the 

android applications and 6 other smells. Experiment 

conducted to show the validity of the approach and the 

impact of the code smell used. The result of the 

experiment shows a clear difference in improved 

processing time without using string concatenation. We 

evaluated results on open-source applications to detect and 

refactor the smell and the results show the smell exists in 

the application. It indicates the instances where the smell 

was detected.  

Keywords: Android Code Smell, Detection Tool, 

Refactoring,  Static Code Analysis, Performance. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Mobile applications have been increasingly developed and 

used by society for many years. Android and Apple iOS 

are two dominating markets for mobile app development 

[2]. Due to the rapid change in requirements and market 

demand, developers only work on the functional 

requirements without using the architecture or model. This 

causes problems latterly and the quality of the application 

is compromised [1]. Testing of mobile applications is an 

important phase of the application development cycle. The 

basic purpose of software testing is to judge software 

quality in terms of user acceptance. Testing is involved 

throughout the development process of software. Software 

testing has been divided into functional testing, security 

testing, performance testing, and many others as well. 

Performance testing provides a detailed analysis of system 

performance, identification of bottlenecks, and the load or 

stress range of the system. Most of the time, performance 

testing is kept at the end of the development process, 

which causes problems afterward. This causes an impact 

on the performance of the application [3]. Performance 

testing is fulfilled by comparing integrated code with non-

functional aspects of applications. There is a huge 

difference in the performance testing of mobile 

applications and other systems. due to the limitations in 

resources like memory, energy consumption, UI, and 

processing power. Performance testing has become a 

common factor on which application quality is based [4], 

[5]. Mobile applications run on mobile devices with 

limited battery lifetime, developers cannot avoid these 

characteristics. These factors affect the performance of an 

application. To improve performance and deal with 

energy consumption, memory, processing time, and 

battery lifetime there are several ways to develop an 

application. like model-based implementation, use proper 

code patterns and styles. Improper way of developing the 

application cause problem in performance through coding 

style or pattern as well as UML impact the design and 

become the reason for design smells. Similarly, the code 

can also become the reason for the ruin of performance 

and response time. Detection of that problematic part of 

code is a way to remove the smelly code which 

automatically improves the performance of the application 

[6]. Most studies provide detection details of object-

oriented smells that exist in mobile applications. Detection 

of Android-specific smells is limited in the literature. Few 

papers provide detection techniques for specific smells 

from mobile software applications [5]–[13]. These papers 

provide detection on static analysis of code. Mobile 

application development is still a fresh and rapidly 

developing field. In the case of smell detection, the studies 

contain limited techniques. Researchers are still finding 

code smells related to mobile applications. Several 

empirical studies provide detailed knowledge about the 

impact of bad code smells and different antipatterns which 

impact mobile applications' non-functional aspects. These 

smells and antipatterns can impact performance, usability, 

and maintainability, increasing the complexity and quality 

of software. Previous literature contains studies named 

energy consumption or energy leaks, memory utilization, 

or memory leaks these all come under the umbrella of 

performance. It reflects the importance of performance 

and the role of code smells on performance[7]. It 

motivates the detection of code smells to improve 

performance. Several approaches exist in the literature, 

but those are focused on performance testing of GUI and 

improvement of the design model. GUI provides usability 

testing and performance of system response time. There is 
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a need to target source code to improve the performance 

of an application. The application code uses different 

patterns and coding styles these could result in 

performance degradation of the application. Mobile 

applications provide an extensive set of patterns and 

coding styles. However, the insufficient testing of source 

code can result in total application performance failure as 

well as the development effort goes to waste [8]. The need 

is to provide a mechanism to test and provide evidence 

whether the application’s source code is fulfilling the 

performance expectation of the end-user, system 

constraints as well as behave reasonably in response to 

different user-level and system-level events. The 

suitability and effectiveness of any approach can be best 

tested if it applies to real industry projects. The approaches 

mentioned in the literature for detection and refactoring of 

code work the based on static code analysis. Several 

smells need to be detected automatically but the existing 

tools have limitations in finding few smells. some tools are 

available and some of them are not openly accessible. A 

systematic study [4]provides detail about different 

detection and refactoring tools. According to this study, 

the tools aDoctor and Paprika can detect some code smells 

but 2-3 smells are still undetected for example “string 

concatenation” and “static view”. This leads to the gap in 

the detection that code smells to improve the performance 

of the application. Through a literature review, it is 

identified that the following are some gaps related to the 

detection of mobile applications code smells. Firstly, there 

is no comprehensive taxonomy of mobile applications' bad 

smells. There is also a need to investigate the effect of 

undetected code smells on performance in mobile 

applications.  

In this paper, we proposed an automatic approach for the 

detection of code smell to ensure better performance of 

mobile applications. The proposed approach ensures to 

provide a detection and refactoring mechanism. we had to 

identify the list of bad code smells that impact the 

performance of mobile applications from literature and 

catalog them into a taxonomy. Secondly, we identified 

undetected smells that impact energy consumption, 

processing time, and memory consumption. Our approach 

detects the code smell and provides the name of the 

instance where the smell is found. We can apply it to 

various mobile applications to evaluate the significance.  

This paper contains following contributions 

• To define the taxonomy of performance-based 

mobile applications code smells and detection 

rules 

• To identify the appropriate rule for detection of 

"String Concatenation". 

• To detect "string Concatenation" using an 

automated detection approach. 

• To evaluate the impact of a detected smell on 

performance and evaluation of the proposed 

approach by applying it to different open-source 

mobile applications. 

 

II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION 

Code smells are not errors in the code. a code smell is a 

violation of the fundamentals of programming. Code 

smells are design or architecture flaws and bad 

programming practices. It is not an error directly but it 

indicates a deeper problem in the code[9]. It could be in 

the form of dead code, unnecessary use of code, empty 

method, If statements, etc. All these are examples of code 

smells that impact the application badly in terms of 

memory, energy, or time. Developing an application or 

software does not mean coding. It includes the optimized 

way of developing an application that is performance 

efficient. Even though, if the software is having smells that 

do not mean it will not work. It will do all the tasks and 

provide an output. But the issue that can arise is the 

process could be slow and the quality of the application 

could be compromised. Different types of smells exist in 

the code for example design smell, code smell, network 

smell, and database smells. that Mobile applications also 

have different smells than web applications. Some of them 

are common and many are different. Strings are the 

common way of handling text and data in a program. 

When it is in terms of java development the data type 

which is most commonly used for reading data or saving 

it is a string. Strings are also used to create big data but, in 

that case, string concatenation can be used. Davide and 

Rick [45] conducted a detailed study to identify “worst 

smells”. The main contribution to the paper is to provide 

a detailed list of worst and non-worst smells. They 

surveyed 71 expert developers and five telephonic 

interviews. They collected 314 smells from 27 large 

Apache open-source projects. This study provides 314 

code smells in a catalog and 80 are learned to be the worst. 

This study also claims that the frequency of occurrence 

and change proneness is different in worst and non-worst 

smells. The reason behind conducting the study is to list 

down the worst smells to help the developer to improve 

the quality of applications by removing these smells. 

Rodriguez et al. [12] studied that increasing the use of 

mobile also increases the demand for mobile applications. 

Due to fewer resources, mobile devices have to suffer in 

many ways. Similarly, if the application is not developed 

by keeping programming fundamentals in mind this will 

leads to intensive problems. There is a certain list of 

programming primitives found that help in developing a 

quality application. This study discusses on important 

programming practice “string handling” and its impact on 

performance. The study shows that using string 

concatenation vs string builder shows a significant 

difference in the performance. 

Dong kwan kim [4] stated in this research that coding style 

and selection or patterns plays important role in enhancing 

the performance. This study provides best practices for 

Android development.  To check the impact of these 

practices’ evolution done on different applications and 

how much CPU time is consumed. This study also 

provides the use of string Buffer as a best practice. Nguyen 

et al. [12] investigated the rules and analysis process of 

java source code using PMD and Android Lint. This study 

provides an automated analyzer and code refactoring tool 

which works on a rule-based approach.  This study listed 

49 different rules using these rules in programming will 

help in decreasing battery consumption. Seven rules are 

implemented in this paper on two different applications 

and that shows optimal results in terms of performance. 

This study also mentioned “string concatenation” as bad 

programming practice. Yang et al. [17], have proposed an 

approach to discover and compute common causes of the 

poor response time of Mobile applications. They extend 

the delay for problematic operations, by using the test 

magnification approach, to establish the effects of 



exclusive actions that can be observed by end-users. 

Performance testing of mobile applications contains 

several challenges like different operating systems and 

different mobile devices impact the performance of an 

application. secondly, the generation of test cases to 

achieve the coverage is challenging [18]. Usman et al[1] . 

have proposed a product-line-based approach that will 

help to deal with different versions of the system and also 

provide a model-based approach to improve the 

performance. It provides an automated approach for unit-

level test case generation in the mobile application. By 

performing it on two different applications. It captures the 

energy consumption, memory allocation, processing time, 

and so on. The result shows the improvement in the 

performance of the application before and after applying 

the UML-based model-based approach. Mobile 

application performance testing is a dynamic research area 

to detect code-related issues of performance. To auto-

generate the test cases for performance evaluation and 

fault detection in software. There are some plug-ins of the 

eclipse available that automatically generate the test case. 

Test-Driven development helps to find the fault in 

software at the unit level [19]. Performance testing of 

mobile applications can be improved by the detection of 

bad code or code smells that occur in source code. Many 

pieces of research investigated the type of bad code smells. 

They provide detail of different tools that help in finding 

the code smells that impact the performance [20]. The 

existing paper contains detail about different tools and 

techniques that help to optimize the code through a variety 

of APIs plug-ins or detection tools like LoadRunner or 

Robotium [21], [[22]]. Chouchane et al.[27] proposed an 

approach to detect the presentation layer code smells. How 

do these smells impact the performance of the application? 

This study uses two tools to detect aesthetic defects and 

code smells. One tool is PLAIN which is for aesthetic 

defects and the other is an Android UI detector. The 

evaluation is done on 120 android applications with 8480 

GUI’s. It investigates performance impact empirically on 

a different machine learning algorithm. It proposes a 

prediction model for the detection of smells from the 

presentation layer. 15 android smells are detected which 

impacts the presentation layer. The results reflect that the 

code smells and aesthetic defects impact the performance 

of android applications.  

 A large number of studies have been conducted for code 

smell identification and detection. Amalfitano et al. [11] 

have proposed an automated technique for the detection of 

memory leaks. This study focused on the FunesDroid tool. 

It tests every activity lifecycle to explore the possible leaks 

by comparing before and after event execution states.  This 

study is exploratory and works on the phenomena of 

black-box testing. Memory leaks occur due to bad 

programming practices. This can cause temporary or 

permanent memory leak issues.   

Bhargav and Carlo[10] proposed an automated approach 

for the detection and fixing of resource leaks in android 

applications. PLUMBDROID tool is used for fixing and 

repair of resource leaks. The tool is based on static 

analysis or source code. This is evaluated from the base of 

nine android applications. This study is based on 

experimental evaluation through which it provides the 

control flow to detect the resource leaks. The limitation of 

this study experiment is it generates false-positive results. 

This study evaluates the tool’s performance in repairing 

resource leaks and fixing performance bugs. Palomba et 

al. [6]presented an automated aDoctor tool for the 

detection of android code smells. This tool detects 15 

android specific code smells. This study also includes an 

empirical investigation to validate the tool. The tool is 

evaluated on 18 different android source codes. It 

concluded that the tool detects design flaws from code. 

Empirical evaluation highlights that detection of two 

smells Data Transmission Without Compression and 

Inefficient SQL Query lower through this tool.  Dong kwan 

kim [4] stated in this research that coding style and 

selection or patterns plays important role in enhancing the 

performance. This study provides best practices for 

Android development.  To check the impact of these 

practices’ evolution done on different applications and 

how much CPU time is consumed. This study also 

provides the use of string Buffer as a best practice. Nguyen 

et al. [9] investigated the rules and analysis process of java 

source code using PMD and Android Lint. This study 

provides an automated analyzer and code refactoring tool 

which works on a rule-based approach.  This study listed 

49 different rules using these rules in programming will 

help in decreasing battery consumption. Seven rules are 

implemented in this paper on two different applications 

and that shows optimal results in terms of performance. 

This study also mentioned “string concatenation” as bad 

programming practice. 

 

III. METHODOLOGY  

This section presents the detail of an automated approach 

for the detection of android applications code smell. The 

overview of the proposed approach. The steps with 

detailed descriptions and figures to create a clear and 

concise understanding. It also contains the detail of the 

proposed tool architecture and working details. The 

approach takes android mobile applications as input. The 

output of the approach is a detected smell with the name 

of the class where the smell was found and the total 

number of instances where the smell was detected. 

To tackle the issue of large application smell detection, we 

build a plugin that is integrated with android studio and 

helps in the detection of code smells from android 

applications. For this process, we have to analyze the 

application programmatically. Static code analysis will 

help in this regard.  In this plugin, we can write customize 

rules for each smell.  To create a plugin, we use guidelines 

from the literature. aDoctor plugin provides the base for 

our approach. The plugin is integrated with android studio. 

The development of the plugin is core on IntelliJ IDE. It 

uses the java libraries, API of java language, and abstract 

syntax tree for analysis of code. It also has a proposal and 

analyzer which defines the customized rules. 

The proposed approach starts with the detection of code 

smell in an android application, which is mentioned in the 

figure. A rule is set for the detection of that smell in the 

proposed plugin. For the detection of that smell, the plugin 

consists of the following steps, which work as the main 

components in detection. 1) Examination of Android 

applications 2) Recognize a rule violation in an 

application; 3) provide smell details such as the number of 

instances and the name of an instance where the smell is 

located. 



Figure: Overview of proposed approach 
Static analysis of code is used for the detection of code 

smells. The rule is written for the detection 

of smell through an android's source code. The approach 

is written in Java and only Java-specific applications are 

used for the detection of smells. These smells badly 

impact the performance of a mobile application in terms 

of memory, energy, and processing time. This approach 

contributes to the detection of the new smell. The 

approach is based on a plugin of the Android studio which 

can automatically detect the smell from the classes of 

Android source code. 

a) Approach Component Detail: 

The approach consists of different steps for the detection 

of smells, and the internal working mechanism for the 

approach is as follows: The source 

1. code consists of Java and XML files. It first 

went to AST for analysis. 

2. The AST process categorizes the code elements 

into different types like class instance creation, 

method declaration, method invocation, and 

variable declaration. 

3. After AST completion, the smell rule is applied 

to it. When an element fails to meet the rule's 

criteria, That is considered smelling. 

4. Detection identifies the smell and saves the class 

details like name and a total number of classes 

where the smell is detected and delivered to the 

user. 

 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION 

Tool’s Architecture 

 

Figure: Class diagram 

The plugin is implemented with IntelliJ SDK. It provides 

a set of libraries that allows extension by creating a 

customized plugin, language, or IDE. This plugin is for 

android studio.  The proposed plugin is based on two main 

layers 1) presentation layer and 2) Application layer/ 

business logic.  

 

The presentation lay consist of basic controls. A GUI with 

a dialog box that shows detected smells and their details. 

For that dialog system, java swing is used. The core logic 

for the dialog is implemented in CoreDriver class. It 

contains the logic for different controls of dialogs like 

Start Dialog, NoSmell, Abort, and Smell list.  

The business logic is implemented in the Application 

layer. It contains Analyzer, Analytics, and AST. i) 

Analyzer performs smell detection, ii) Analytics provide 

statistical analysis of the like type of smells user selected 

from the checklist menu. This can further be used for the 

investigation.  and iii) AST checks the elements of source 

code and then applies the rule written for the detection of 

elements.  

 
Figure: Architecture Diagram 

 

 

 



V. EVALUATION:  

In this section, experiments and results are described. It 

also contains a detailed evaluation of the proposed 

approach by answering the research questions in detail. 

The evaluation of the proposed approach is done by doing 

the following steps: 1) Conducting an Experiment to 

evaluate the effectiveness of the detected smell, 2) 

applying the detection rule to the different applications, 

and 3) Detected results of the smell “string 

concatenation”.An experiment was conducted to check 

the code smell effectiveness. The reason to conduct this 

experiment is to check whether the detected smell has any 

kind of impact on performance. For this purpose, the 

environment needed to build an android application 

which will be tested later on is as follows: Android studio 

Bumblebee | 2021.1.1 patch 3, Android Gradle plugin 

version 7.1.3, Gradle version 7.2, Android Studio default 

JDK version 11.0.11, and Android Virtual Device (AVD) 

Nexus 5X API 27 (Portrait). The detailed settings of the 

tested application are defined in below Table 7. The 

application used for the detailed experiment is 

“TestAndroid”. 

The application is built to check the following features: 

1. To check the performance of the android 

application while using string vs string builder. 

2. To check that our proposed approach can detect 

the smell correctly or not 

3. How much difference will be occurred when we 

use string vs string builder. 

We develop an application in android studio using above 

mentioned details. This application is built to test and 

validate the code smell. This experiment validates that 

string builder is better in performance than string.  

Test case No Test Case 

 Number of 

strings 

Length of 

string 

T1 22 2222 

T2 222 221 

T3 2212 456 

 

String concatenation uses the “+” operator and the 

execution time grows four times. The complexity of 

concatenation is in a loop of the nth iteration would be 

O(n^2). While if we look at the string builder result it is 

20ms which is very less compared to the string. In each 

string builder append () will take O (1) as constant time. 

So, the complexity of the process will be calculated O(n). 

 

 
 

After Validating that the string builder is more efficient 

than the string or string concatenation. We applied the 

detection rule to open-source applications. Our plugin can 

detect 7 smells but we are evaluating the plugin only on 

string concatenation. After importing the android 

application source code into the android studio. we have 

to select the refactoring tab from the Refactor tab of 

android studio. It will open up with the window. Select the 

checkbox from the dialog box and click the run button. It 

will start analyzing the source code and detect the 

corresponding smell if exist in the code.  

 

 

Application  #Commits Languages 

Apg 4376 Java 

Notepad 1522 Java, python 

Al muazzin 133 Java 

Bitcoin-wallet 4142 Java 

A photo 

Manager 

1126 Java, batchfile 

 

The detected smell “string concatenation” is from the 

application TestAndroid. The Smell detected the class 

“AsyncTaskGenerationStrings”.  

It also shows that there is only one instance in which this 

smell exists.  

NotePad-master application is an open-source 

application. It is also taken from GitHub. The smell of 

“string concatenation” is detected in the class 

“OrgConverter”. 

 

Software version Android Studio 

Bumblebee | 2021.1.1 

patch 3 

Android Gradle Plugin 

version 

7.1.3 

Gradle version 7.2 

Android JDK version 11.0.11 

Android Virtual Device 

(AVD) 

Nexus 5X 

API 27 



 

 
 

 

 

A photo Manager application is an open-source 

application. It is taken from GitHub also available on F-

Droid . The smell of “string concatenation” is detected in 

the classes “ProgressActivity” , 

MediaContentproviderRepository” and OsmdroidUtil 

shown in the Figure. 

  

 
 

   

 
 

 



 
 

VI Conclusion 

Mobile phones are an important part of life nowadays. It 

replaces computers in light and daily work & 

entertainment activities. The daily increase in the use of 

mobile also increases the demand for applications to use. 

This needs rapid development of applications to compete 

with the market. At the same time, users do not want to 

compromise on quality. Quality is the main aspect when it 

comes to the long-term market capturing strategy. In the 

development process, most of the time developer neglects 

the fundamentals of programming. This leads to the 

performance degradation issue. As code smells will 

introduce, code smells are bad programming practices. 

This is a need for a solution to provide quality and 

performance upgrading tools. Detection of problematic 

code is a way to remove the code smells which 

automatically improves the performance of the 

application. If the source code contains bad smells and 

anti-patterns the performance of the application is 

compromised. Code smells can directly impact memory, 

power consumption, and CPU usage. It is identified that 

the existing literature does not detect 2-3 code smells like 

“String Concatenation” and Static Views” in android 

applications. There is also a need to investigate the effect 

of code smell on performance in mobile applications. 

Moreover, there is a need to verify empirically that 

detection has benefits in improving the performance of 

mobile applications. In this study, we propose an 

automated approach for the Detection of Code smells in 

Mobile Applications to enhance Performance. The 

proposed approach ensures to provide detected code smell 

with an instance where the smell is detected. Our approach 

detected the code smell “string concatenation” from 

android applications. We experimented to show the 

validity of the approach and the impact of code smell used. 

The results of the experiment show a clear difference in 

improved processing time without using string 

concatenation. We also use 3 open-source applications to 

detect the smell and the results show the smell exists in the 

application. It indicates the instances where the smell was 

detected. 

Limitations And Future Work: This study has 

limitations that our thesis doesn’t provide detection and 

refactoring for all of smells on same platform. It is also 

limited to provide multiple class refactoring of smell. And 

whose refactoring might ask to modify more than one 

class. In that case, other than the internal core logic, the 

GUI of tool should be updated as well, to properly handle 

these cases. In the future, We are aiming to use other 

types of smells like network, UI and database, etc. to 

provide a better perspective on software quality 

development.  
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